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PURPOSE: 
CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis is to analyze and discuss some 
of the important principles that have arisen in the field of 
human relations in industry. Since the best laboratory in 
which these principles can be tested is the factory itself, 
a major industrial strike has been taken as the illustrative 
case in which the application of these principles was studied. 
The case has been taken after careful selection from the 
files of the National Mediation Board and the Massachusetts 
State Labor Conciliation Service. This is a case which had 
come up before these two departments for mediation and allied 
services after the strikes had assumed appreciable propor-
tions. 
This thesis is not an attempt to formulate a set of cri-
teria for sure-cure principles which might be universally 
applicable in the field of better human _relations in indus-
tries. It is an attempt to discuss those p~inciples which 
had influenced some of the events in these factories, either 
owing to their neglect or to their application. Of course, 
it would be necessary at times to enter into broad discus-
sions about some of the principles. Neither is this thesis 
the complete analysis of all the principles which govern the 
trends of relationship between labor and management. 
1. 
II 
I! 
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Although there is to be no search for universal criteria 
of sound principles to be followed in the matter of human 
relations in industry, since some aspects of the settings 
in this factory are somewhat universal, the findings and 
comments that would be found in these pages need not nec-
essarily be confined to this or a few factory settings~ 
The writer has been motivated by a number of reasons to 
take up the instance of an industrial dispute in the general 
discussion of human relations, but the main reason is that a 
strike is the symbol of mismanagement inside a factory. 
'We are now so familiar with strikes that we no longer 
regard them with amazement, and we accept the tedious warfare 
of negotiation which accompanies them as inevitable, even as 
the natural way to settle the dispute. But the truth is, the 
strike is a most extraordinary phenomenon. It represents an 
appalling failure of social co-operation. It is nothing 
short of fantastic that people should be driven to the stage 
of suspending the activities upon which both depend for their 
living before they can settle their differences.• 1 
An industrial strike, in the light of what is said above, 
can, therefore be a good illustration to be included in a 
study of industrial relations principles. Although this 
thesis is in the nature of a general analysis of the dif-
ferent principles in the field that have been arrived at or 
1. Gordon Rattray Taylor, Are Workers Human, ~· 3. 
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formulated after te.sting . and research, to a great extent a 
few questions either expressed or implied would remain thro~ 
out the study. These are: 
1. Did this factory have a set of principles of labor 
management based on solid foundations? 
2. ·What have been some of the evidences of harmonious 
relationships or disputes growing out of the application or 
neglect of these principles? 
3. -~at are some of the differences, if any, between 
what is felt and believed to be a proper industrial relations 
policy and the actual practice in these factories? 
SCOPE OF THE STUDY: 
It was the original plan to make this thesis a study and 
a detailed discussion about the different prinqiples of labor 
relations which have evolved and which have been tested in 
the actual field. It was gathered that such a discussion 
within the framework of a thesis would be needed work. Sub-
sequently however it was appreciated that the discussion 
would be more effective if it were woven around a typical 
case taken from the list of those disputes which had been 
actually handled. 
METHODS OF PROCEDURE: 
It was found during the study tnat numerous illustrations 
of the results of application or otherwise of some of the 
important labor management princi~les. Detailed discussions 
-- -- -~--== -"--"-If=-=-- -
l 
were held with the sta~~ of the National Mediation Board and 
the State Mediation Service. It was, therefore, possible ~or ll 
"\> he · student to receive the views of these people and also to il 
I 
secure their findings as they had come across them in connec- 1 
tion with their-. work • . ··Owll.J:g._to _the limit~tions, both o~ time 
and the nece~sity ,-t·o ._ conf~e the thesis to a more manageable 
~rame-work, interviews with employees who had_been directly 
involved in these disputes were not attempted. Besides, it 
was felt that the ~eal focus of this thesis was intended to j 
I be an evaluatory discussion of the different lapor management ! 
pri~ciples, a purpose for which it would not be. :p.ecessary to I 
institute a detailed system of contacting the individuals 
involved. Besides, any such attempt would not have been 
successful owing to the fact that these disputes had taken 
place a considerable period back. 'l"herefore, the plan o~ 
approaching the employees involved in these disputes was 
abandoned. 
4. 
GHAPrER II 
SOUND HUMAN RELATIONS IN INDUSTRY: 
It is becoming increasingly realized that many .. of the 
frustrations and irritations people find in their work can 
. .. - ~ . 
be eliminated, and that positive satisfactions can be intra-
:. . ; 
duced. 
..... ,. . \ 
~!' ~sed to be thou~ht.. and is also thought now, by 
some industrialists that this change in outlook would bring 
in lower output, and efficiency on the part of the employees. 
It has been found, however, in different concerns that de-
I 
I fective co-operation of employees which is shown in many 
' \! 
different ways becomes one of the reasons for low 
and other undesirable features in industry. 
production, il 
.I 
I RESPONSIBILITIES OF LABOR AND MANAGEMENT: 
It is also being recognized now more and more that al-
though Government has important duties in the field, · labor 
management relations are primarily a responsibility of labor 
and management. Government intervention can be asked for at 
times in certain directions but those would be very special 
cases. 
Unfortunately there has been a very wide gap in the 
thirucing of labor and management. It is also not a~preciated 
that there is a pronounced difference in basic ways of think-
ing. Managements are often found not to understand unions, 
and what is worse, they also show an unwillingness to under-
stand unions. Similarly, on the part of the unions, what is 
I 
-·- h 
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found is misunderstanding of the com~any's policies and the 11 
lack of appreciation as to how the satisfaction of the union's ! 
demands might affect the company adversely. It is not an ac- ' 
eurate statement when it is said that the aims of labor and 
management are identical or, on the other hand, that the in-
terests of labor and capital are completely antagonistic and 
irreconcilable. 
The area of common interest which is most prominent for 
both labor and management is that of production. But natu-
li 
II 
I rally there is a difference, and a big one too, in the matter 
of distribution of the joint product. ~uarrels over the 
distribution of production are nothing new in the field of 
industry. ~he concept of 'mutual survival' which had been 
put forward by Prof. Bekke, the Director of the Yale Uni-
versity Labor Management Center, is very significant in this 
respect. He sees this as the key to the development of sat-
isfactory relations between labor and management. The prej-
when the employer is pictured as seeking to undermine the 
interests of labor, will inevitably lead the workers and 
more connnonly the unions to be unreasonable, which also would '' 
have adverse effe-cts in production and employee morale. 1 The 
1 
situation is made further explosive by the employers' view 
that the past, when there were very few unions was good • 
. 1 The tendency to want to destroy unions or not to try to rec-
. . . 
II ognize unions is detrimental to the bigger cause. At the 
-~-- -==-· ·-- - - -=-=---=- -= -=-== -=-- =- l r~ 
same time it is imperative on the part of the unions to cre-
ate the conviction through their example that the unions are 
not on the lookout for disruption and trouble. The whole 
situation is made far more difficult if unions become factors 
in the spreading of a spirit _of ~ostility and careless state- I, 
ments and speeches are issued criticizing management. J, 
\' 
But there has been increasing conviction that legislation 
1 
i 
should not be considered a very helpful tool in the settle-
ment of labor disputes. 
TRADE UNIONS - THEIR ROLE: 
If one studies the whole field of industrial relations 
over the last twenty years in this country, one would be 
confronted with the growing im-portance and influence of the 
trade unions. It is important to devote some time to a con-
sideration of some of the factors that operate in this field, 
since we shall be finding more and more instances where the 
actions of trade unions had considerable effect on a given 
situation. 
To begin with, it may be important to emphasize that a 
good relationship between management and unions is a great 
necessity. It is true that the employed men in a factory 
come into the picture at times independent o:f the trade un-
ions and that we would have occasions to discuss -policies 
that directly concern management and men, as against manage-
ment and unions. But a great deal of general industrial un-
rest is also due to misunderstandings between management and I 
I r-----
I 
unions representing these men at work. 
Collective bargaining, as the whole process of negotiations 
for better relationships between labor and management is 
'i called, derives its existence and also strength from the be-
lief that better human relations are possible through efforts 
made at understanding each other's ~oints of view. But un-
fortunately this method has not been successful, although it 
is based on a genuine acceptance of the need for such a :prin-
ciple of give-and-take. Selekman in his bookl 'Labor Rela-
tions and Human Relations' states, 'Unless and until we a~ply 
ourselves to learning why conflict in industry has proved so 
much easier to evoke than co-operation, we can hardly launch 
a promising or a sound effort to make collective bargaining 
work effective from day to day'. 
Co-operation and cordial feelings between the trade unions 
and the managements are prime necessities for healthv labor 
relations in industry. Different factors enter into·-the whole I 
scene and influence the union leaders at different stages to 
lead their members in particular ways irrespective of the wis-
dom of their policies. A certain amount of uncertainty as to 
their influence over the members of the unions and a certain 
need to assess their strength enters into the whole picture 
and makes it necessary for the union leaders at times to take 
up and organize disputes which may be completely unnecessary. 
1. Selekman, Labor ;Relations and Human Relatlons. 
I - -==--=- '-- - = = '--" ----=~'----=== 
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The whole question is made further complicated owing to 
the lack of success achieved both by management and by labor 
II 
I 
I 9. 
I 
II 
I 
in realizing co-operation in -productivity. If the atmos-phere I· 
is so created that inst ead of i nteres t in any new im~rovement 
in the factory set t ing the worker shows only dist r ust and 
doubt, thus suspicion and r esistance becoming the order of the · 
day, healt hy l a bor relations cannot be expected. 
Such mist r ust and sus picion have often been caused by a 
t houghtless conduct of affairs from the very beginning , and 
it can be found in relevant histories that very trivial in-
I 
I 
cidents have led to esaggerated disputes. Will iam Foote '1_.-\lh.yte !I 
in his boo~has described how a trivial inc i dent in the ·small 
1 plant of Inland Steel Conta i ner Company's Chicago plant em-
'! playing five hundred men being wrongly handle'd' developed cinto 
1. 
I 
I 
II 
I 
a major dispute which embittered the relations between labor 
and management in this place for a period of ten years. 
In this particular case, the dis nute started with a tri-
fling difference of opinion between the de par tmental foreman 
and the men under his i mmediate control. A r ude re~ly given 
to the men by one of the foremen, which was completely un- II 
! 
necessary touched off an explosive situation and although the \ 
situation could have been handled very tact fully even after 
.I 
this, attempts were not made in that direction and naturally 
1. William Foote Whyte, Pattern for Industrial Peace. 
II I 
l 
l1 all these resulted in increased unplea santness. 
I 
-lj 
Ji 
I Vlhen one surveys the entire industrial field one cannot I 
but experience t he feeling tha t the prevalent basic method of I 
viewing t he role of labor i s detrimenta l towards indu s t rial 
har mony . Simultaneously wi th t hat one is inclined to con-
clude that a great contribution can be made by the social 
sciences in promoting human values. Let us t ake a very common 
example, we often hear about the term 'Labor mar ket'. The use 
of the word mar ket connotes a :plac e where buyinf.S is done in 
I 
uneconomical terms. This puts much em~hasis on the money part 
of the labor "com .. rnodity" or the money wage-rate. This concep- 11 
tion of labor's value from the purely pricing point of view 
II 
has given rise to the pattern of thought which decides for or I 
I 
supports the wage scale of labor from t he point of view of the 
value of the commodities produced, but not from the point of 
view of the cost-of-living which has been put up for the la-
boring class. 
The writer is tak ing the wage s t ructure here, not because 
he wants to imply that wages are the most impQrtant factor in 
the scene, but because it is one of the sensitive areas for 
labor. That is one of the reasons why we often come across 
cases where grievances of labor in some other areas are crys-
II 
I 
1 
tallized and expressed through this particular area of wages. \\ 
Even apart f'rom this purely economic aspect of industrial dis- 11 
I harmony, there are other factors resulting .from a lack of un- 1 
derstanding on the part of management which results in adver se 
10. 
II 
li 
I!. -
relations. 
THE C ON'I'RIBDTION OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES TO\Af.ARDS THE FIELD OF 
HUMAN RELATIONS IN INDUSTRY: 
It is becoming increasingly clearer to t hose who have 
studied the problem that the approach to these problems shruld 
be based on the means of solving the human needs of the labor 
population. R. Carter Nyman in his bookl has stated: 
I 
'I 
ll 
I 
I' 
'Past e.xperience has shown that the problems of indus-
trial relations can be expected to ·yield only to such treat-
me!l.t. Human beings can be enticed, coerced, frightened and 
intimidated. They can be influenced by such means to use or 
not to use their powers. But experience shows that such means l 
do not result in constructive ind.ustrial relations nor in a 
constructive and integrated ·use of the -interacting powers of 
capital, labor and government. These require a professional 
attitude and administrative methods based upon scientifically I 
valid principles. · ·- · 
What is needed here is an applied science of administra-
tion comparable in nature . and effectiveness to the modern 
engineering sciences. What is needed is a body of admin-
istrative principles based upon basic knowledge provided by 
such social sciences like psychology, psychiatry, anthroP-
ology and sociology. Only this will give management the ad-
ministrative ability ·reouired to bring about constructive 
ind'Ustrial relations. We must undertake,- then, to develop 
an applied science of adminstration in the same way that we 
developed the applied sciences of engineering. We must look 
to the human and social sciences to provide the basic knowl-
edge. From this knowledge we must develop a body _of scien-
tifically valid administrative principles. Perhaps we can 
then develop administrative ability commensurate with modern 
technological ability. Then perhaps we · can contrive solu-
tions of the problems of industrial relations as success-
fully as we have contrived solutions of the problems of tech-
nological development'. 
He then goes on to discuss this point and states, what 
to my mind is a very signific~nt point. 
1. R. Carter Nyman, Foundations of Constructive 
Relations. 
Ind ustria.~1 
-'----'-~- -- - -
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'But is it possible to develop an applied science or in-
dustrial relations administration?· · Is it possible to develop 
a body of principles which can be applied as erfeotively as 
those which have .made modern: ·en:girteering sciences . such valu-
able tools? Will this not at least have to wait upon further 
progress in the human _scienees, in anthropology, sociology, 
and especially in psychology and psychiatry?' 
I have also come across studies made by other experts in 
the field who show unanimity in one respect and that is in 
their recommendation that the problems of industrial dishar-
II 
II ,. 
!! 12. 
I 
many can be tackled best only by the application of the knowl- 11 
edge gained from the human sciences. 1 
It is with this sense and conviction that the following 
pages are written and it would be the attempt of the writer 
to bring out the crucial, or at least some of the more sig-
nificant, which were found to be prominent in the disputes 
which the writer selected from tb.e files o:r the National Me-
diation Board of:f'ice and also from the files o:r the office 
of the Massachusetts state Mediation Service. 
An attempt will be made as far as possible to view these 
problems in the light o:r the knowledge gained from the study 
o:r group work and group dynamics and to see how far these 
problems, that can be taken as typical of different indus-
trial situations, can be tackled with the help of the knowl-
edge so gained. 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
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DISCUSSIONS ABOUT I MPORTANCE OF .ANALyziNG EMPLOYEE GRIEVANCES: ! 
. . . ~ 
It has been found by persons engaged in the task of ana-
lyzing industrial disputes that employees carry to their 
factory with them the residuals and the crystalized products 
of disappointment and frustration which they might have ex-
perienced or suffered outside the factory setting so that an 
employee does not become a _com:pletely different person as 
soon as he enters the factory gates. 
In s pite of the setting of the modern factory in which 
an employee natura lly is expected to play the part of a ma-
chine, it is difficult for him not to act like a human being 
. . .... - -. 
with all the emotions, fe,elings of one sucl_l. Therefore the 
numerous irritations, and the frustratio:r:ts. _which are plentiful,! 
in a factory setting give rise .to grieva~ces . ~nd complaints 11 
in. th& minds of such employees which demand skillful and sym-
pathetic handling on the part of the employers. It is there-
fore very important for employers to consider such complaints I 
even where there are not present in the particular case any 
evidence of justified reasons for such complaints. 
COMMtJNICAT.IONS IN THE FACTORY: 
In this factory the accepted methods! · of ·~intaining an 
effective communications system were absent. Connnunications 
is a very important area in a factory and an effective com-
1. Mr. Grodsky, State Mediation Services. 
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munication system rules out many of the misunderstandings 
which make the atmosphere explosive. The following state-
ment from Gs>~don ~ttray .. Taylor puts the suotlight on this 
question of communications.! 
'Gardner tells how a foreman gave a six-foot length of · . 
steel tube to a workman with the words, 'Cut a foot of it'". Jl 
The man marked off a section exactly a foot in length, ~laced 
his hacksaw just outside the mark, cut the pipe and filed 
down the offcut until it was e;xactly a foot long. He gave 
this to the foreman with the remaining piece of tube that was l 
naturally a trifle under five feet in length owing to the 1 
metal destroyed by the saw. The foreman then com-plained II 
angrily that what he had wanted was a piece of tube exactly 
five feet ,in · length. The odd foot on which the man had ex~ li 
pended so · much care was intended for scrap. This is an in-
stance of failure of communication, a very crude instance to 
be sure, the sort of thing any well-run firm takes ste~s .;eo 
avoid'. • 
It has been mo~e and more shown by the studies that have t 
been made in industrial settings that the importance of im-
parting relevant information to the employees is very press-
ing. Often misunderstandings and consequent harmful situa-
tions are created owing to incomplete or incorrect informa-
tion. Communication has been divided into two major d.ivi-
sions.,. vertical and horizo~tal. Both of these are imnortant 
'depending upon the particular situations in which these are 
to be employed. 
In the vertical kind of communications system, importance 
and equal importance is placed on the orders and instructions 
that flow from the side of management to the employees and 
I 
I 
14. 
1. Gordon Rattray Taylor, Are Workers Human?, p. 54. 
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!' ~- the suggestions and complaints that :flow back to the manage-
! ment from the employees. This is a healthy and necessary 
I 
'I 
I 
symptom of good industria.! rei.ations policy as in such a case 
the workers are made to feel that they are a part of the en-
tire factory working . syst~m and that the who].e indust:t"ial 
process is not a ~ystem being superimposed on them from above 
- . . " . . . . - . 
for purpos~s · of interest on the part of the management. 
In horizontal communication, instrue~ions and _suggestions 
.,. - ·. -· 
a:x,-e :passed on from one ·:per~on t .o an_other or from one depart-
ment to another depending upon the importance of the depart-
ments and the sequence in which these are to be arranged. A 
defect lies in such an arrangement in that while there could 
be movement in one particular direction no such return speed 
is present in another. di_rection visually from the side of the 
employees to the management and this is not as satisfactory 
as the vertical kind of communications system where the em-
ployees are made to feel that they are a _:part of the indus-
trial setup. 
In fact, these. findings of industrial e:;perts and indus-
trial consultants are not very different fro~th~ principles 
which one comes across in the readings in group work and 
group dynamics. In fact, the vecy essence .in all group work , 
t .eachings and principles and writings is that the group should I 
be encouraged in all possible ways to do the deciding and I 
thinking for themselves instead of their being compelled or 
persuaded to adopt the decisions and ideas formulated by 
---==== 
15. 
others. A well known study in group <!ynamics by Kurt Lewin, 
I one of the pioneers , ~n. . ~roup dynamics, . showed that in the 
L . three kinds of groups . viz. the autocratic, the democratic 
j and the laissez-faire, the movements had been different. In 
I the autocratic group the decision was to be solely made by 
I 
,j 
I 
the leaders and the members of the .group had only the task 
of following these decisions. In the laissez-faire grou~s 
no action was taken by the leader who also showed no initia-
tive in the matter of directing the group even when such 
constructive leading was necessary. 
The leader in the democratic group was careful to see 
that the members in the group received the satisfaction of 
arriving at their own decisions themselves and after mutual 
conse~t. The leader in t ,his latest case was present to give 
them necessary guidance and support when called upon to do 
so and he also fulfil],.ed his. part . of directing the activities 
of the group as necessary. When the leaders in all the three 
groups were removed, it was observed that the autocratic and 
the laissez-faire groups did not continue to function for 
long and the only group that could go on at its own initia-
tive and could guide itself was the democratic group which 
derived its strength l;!;Ot· from any outside source, but from 
the group members themselves. 
r A commonly seen phenom..enon in the area of unionism is the 
use of what is considered by employers as an effective pro-
cedure for oombating the power of independent unionism and 
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that is to discredit the forces of organized labor as de-
structive of business prosperity, violators of individual 
freedom. Various propaganda and publicity devices have been 
utilized from time to time by employers with thi~ in mind 
_an_d they have taken great pains in order to vilify unions 
in public. But it is seldom realized that such open vili-
fication, in spite of being temporarily effective in some 
scatter~d case, does great harm to the general feeling a-
... ... 
mongst the workers of a factory. Managements have also been 
known to let loose different forces of threat and coercion 
in the general scene in order to take away the support of 
the employees from the unions, and devices are put in,to· prac-
tice in order to win away allegiance of laborers from the 
unions. One threat which is used is to give out the fear 
that the company was going to move the location of the plant 
to another place where a plentiful supply of workers would 
be ensured and where the atmosphere would not be so bothering. 
Instances have been known where members of the working force, 
who have taken part in some kind of union activities, have 
been blacklisted. Such lists are circularized amongst em-
ployers in one particular area. This sort of blacklisting 
is used to bar certain members from further employment in 
his particular trade in an area and is harmful. 
MOre diplomatic work is also done by employers when by 
II 
I 
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II taking the loyal workers of a plant, different organizations 
I. 
formed. 11 like 'Citizens' Co~ttees' or rival trade unj_ons are 
17. 
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The object of these moves is, of course, to bring about the 
destruction of the newly developing union. 
•, 
The La Folletee committee statee in their report: 
r 
'None of the Citizens' committees studied was truly rep-
resentative of the public. None -attempted to view the strike 
fairly and determine the rights of the parties in the light 11 
of the existing law. All endeavoured to break the strike 
and to co-operate with the company that inspired back-to-work 
movements. Under the cloak of maintaining law and order, the 1 
citizens' connnittees deliberately ar<;use~ _or co-operated_ with I 
the spirit of vigilantism. Almost w~ thout. exception, they 
sought to secure the, deputization of persons who had partisan I 
interests in the dispute, and from this f'ac_t alone sprang 
much of the tension which gave the-· §)trike situation -------
the aspect if incipient civil war.•l 
STATUS IN AN INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION: 
The part played by the concept ot status in an industrial 1! 
I 
setting has come to be regarded more and more by all students II 
I 
and experts of industrial relations and of industrial har-
mony. T'he area of status is important because with the con-
cept_ ,of_ status is very intimately bound the whole concept of 
prestige. Prestige is the degree of respect with which we 
are regarded by others. The respect that is chiefly desired, 11 
is the respect of those whom :people meet face to face. It 
has been found in industrial settings that status or pres-
tige is something given by a group of employees to one par-
ticular employee for some, :particular _contribution which that ~~ 
,employee made to the general cause. Thus an employee who 
may not be very efficient in his production may be receiving 
1. Wilbert MOore, Industrial Relations and the Social 
Order, p. 413. 
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high marks in the area of prestige if he contributed in other 
ways to the group, for esample, if he was able to make the 
company laugh in some occasions. I 
Prestige is also gained in proportion to the contribution jl 
made to the group. This is known to students of grouu dyna-
mics as 'functional prestige'. 
Whitehead tells a significant story about a factory where 
the men customarily assessed each newcomer by his skill with 
the old chisel, although the use of the chisel had long been 
superseded by machinery. (This_ is an example of group cul-
ture item) • When one new comer, who was an unpleasant -person 
in many ways, first entered the factory, the group was not 
very keen on receiving him and even had decided on not in-
cluding him in some of the activities of the group. But one 
day when he showed his special skill in this old chisel, he 
made a very favorable impression in the minds of the other 
employees_ in the department who welcomed him very warmly. 
Prestige also is attached to the job as much as to the 
individual, and thus a new worker for the mere -fact of being 
put to a particular job comes to receive a certain amount of 
prestige which accompanies that job. Wise managements are 
realizing more and more the need of restoring healthy func-
tional prestige to the industrial task and to see that 'Pres-
tige, which is artificially created, is gradually minimised. 
Although the entire industrial picture has become one of 
great mechanization, it is clear that there is still scope 
I 
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for the individual to show personal attainment and expression 
of personal skill. This, in fact, _should _ be -encouraged ·. by 
wise management, since this is a move which greatly helps 
in keeping up good industrial morale and as such harmonious 
industrial relationship. 
Functional prestige mentioned above becomes e:t"fective 
when employees understand the value of the contribution which 
they make towards the general picture. Management ought to 
see that the di:t":t"erent expressions of status or prestige 
)· 
like ranks, promotions, jobs held, badges of office are 
properly and rightly arranged. It is equally important for 
the foremen and the managers to know about the. different 
prestige-ratings which are observed by the employees. _In 
:ract, such knowledge on the part of man~gement or the rep-
resentatives of management are the first steps before build-
ing up a proper system which would satisfy the employees. 
'fhe student had come across the follovving . case while-
going through the records of some of the proceedings in union 
meeting of the MOunt Hope Finishing Company. 
A number of men had become superfluous, and it was neces-
sary to transfer them to other jobs. The Superintendent's 
instructions were to find them jobs at a rate of pay not 
lower than they had received befoTe. ~is was done, but the 
men were most dissatisfied, and even talked about going on 
' -
a strike. It transpired that the jobs in which they had 
been placed were considered to be.,_ <?f tmver status than their 
II 20. 
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old jobs. The superintendent had explained that no jobs of 
equal importance at the same wage were available, but ~he 
particular employees concerned had asked if they cou.ld not 
take jobs of better status at lower pay. In this situ~tion 
the men went by functional prestige rather than pay. 
PROMOTION * I'PS IMPORTANCE. FOR EMPLOYEES: 
. . 
A very close ~onnection between the concept of prestige 
Jl 
I 
I 
II 
is found with the concept of promotion • . Although it is true II 
that employees always work better if they see before them 11 
opportunities for rise, it is not always true that emnloyees ~~ 
demand promotions unnecessarily. But, what the employee~ 1
1 
is steadily increasing prestige as an individual, and he 'I 
wants to attain a status position in wh~ch this is possible. 
These are the reasons for which .it is important for the 
properly organized industrial organization to have clearly 
defined avenues of promotion. Sometimes these are called 
'status-ladders'. The idea of the ladder is probably de-
rived from the fact of the gradual rise from the lowest job 
to the highest. 
I 
This important area had been neglected in the Mount Hone 1 
. ·, 
Finishing Company, as was found out during the investiga- .I 
tions. There were no properly arranged systems of promotion. I 
I 
The management, which was run more or less on the principles j 
of benevolent dictatorship, considered it enough that the I! 
employees had been properly taken care of, so that their 
I, 
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material needs were considered and that there would be .no 
' 
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I li ·. need for keeping b~fore their eyes bright 
tion. Of course, in some cases there were 
chances of nromo- l1 
such chan~e~ of ij 
regarded necessary 1/ promotion which were shovm, but it was not 
to order these arrangements so that the employees knew ex-
actly as to where they stood. A lack of clear definition 
often leads to disaster. 
IMPORTANCE OF GROUP COHESIVENESS IN INDUSTRIES: 
Very often the view is taken by some quarters of manage-
ment that a cohesive and united character of groups are 
har:mf'ul for the intere?ts o:f management. Some employers 
are even found to :feel that such movements on the part of 
employees would tend to weaken the :force of management. This 
has been proved to be wrong. What is overlooked by manage-
ment, is that cohesiveness of groups o:f employees would help 
rather than harm the general environment of work in a fac-
tory and would even help in production, the area which vi-
t ·ally concerns management. An efficient group taking a pride 
in its work record will exert its own pressure on members who 
do not try to do their bit. On the other hand, the prestige 
of the group is a source of satisfaction even to the humblest 
member of the group. That is why an employee of a high-pres-
tige group would not be sorry to work in a particular job, 
even if that particular job carries a low status i~ the minds 
of the employees. It is not uncommon to see that exhibi-
tions of products of certain companies have a way of helping 
in the boo.sting of the morale of these employees. '!'his goes 
-r 
to show clearly that it can be expected that employees would 
come to have pride and pleasure in the place where they work. 
Wise management would regard it as their duty to properly en-
courage such latent ·pride and . pleseU:re 1n .the employees. 
It is known to students of group work and of group dyna-
mics that a collection of individuals tied together, be emo-
tional connections, would form a group as distinct from as-
semblies or crowds where no such emotional connection or emo-
tional tie would be present. These types of relationships 
are bound to develop between people working in the same shop, 
department or office to a greater or lesser extent, and any 
attempt to study human relations in industry must take account 
of them. It is necessary to think of the factory as a net-
work of relationships, of groups and sub-groups, of cliques 
and gangs, and not as a number of isolated individuals brought 
together under the control of management. 
NEED FOR BELONGING TO A GROUP: 
.· Em.ploye.es realize the value of combining together to make 
groups amongst themselves, membership in a group is very re-
warding. People feel safer and happier in a group than they 
do by themselves. Management, or rather the new management, 
would have to devote attention towards making these well-knit 
groups stronger. 'Pb.ere are different elements which part very 
prominent roles in this entire area. Some of these can be 
listed under the general heading of 'security'. The reali-
zation that when in trouble the other members of the group 
=========-~~-====~' 
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would come to the rescue of certain group members largely 
plays a part in keeping together the groups. The other ad-
vantages of being in a group for the employees are the fa-
cilities of ventilating their f ,eelings and their personal 
complaints and also a place from which they derive prestige 
I 24e 
I and status. And of course, there are always chances found 
,; in a group whereby one could get outlets for giving expres-
sions to their creative faculties. 
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NECESSITY OF EMPLOYEES TO REMAIN IN CONGENIAL GROUPS: 
Cases were found in our New England setting where the 
managing director tended to transfer workers from job to job 
purely in accordance with administrative convenience.l The 
suggestion that personal preference should be considered is 
regarded as sentimental, or is characteristic as 'spoon feed-
ing'. It is often overlooked that the rewards that can be 
reaped in terms of improvement in morale are really very 
great. This desire to remain with ones' own group is par-
ticularly marked in the case of women employees who desire 
to remain together. jl 
The setting which one comes across generally is one where I 
' 
it is difficult to keep a proper framework for the formation j
1 
of groups. The production line, the noise which is so common ' 
in a department, the peculiar channels of communication which , 
has been set up only for the purpose of better production, 
1. Mr. Grodsky, National Mediation _Serv1ce. 
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all these effect adversely the formation of groups of em-
ployees or better communication and so relationships between 
them. 
A very interesting report was completed by Prof. Mayo. 
While investigating high labor turn-over in a Philadelphia 
textile mill, he made some recommendations which included 
the provision of rest-pauses. 
EMPLOYEES DERIVE FEELING OF SECURrrY FROM BELONGING TO 
WORK GROUPS: 
There is almost always a desire to conform amongst the 
group members and this is particularly true in the industrial 
setting where the employees come to have a feeling of the 
great need of remaining together in view of the insecure 
conditions that exist in a facto~r. This desire to conform 
on the part of industrial employees has been demonstrated 
11 in the well-known experiments at the Hawthorne plant of West-
! ern Electric. It was tried out amongst a group of girls en-
gaged in the work of assembling telephone relays and who 
were paid on a group piece rate basis. It was found that · 
the best-liked person in the group was the girl whose output 
was nearest the average of the group. And it was also found 
that those who differed from the average of the group did 
not do so because of their inability in the area of produc-
tion, but because of their peculiar emotional and psycho-
logical factors. It was also noticed that one girl who was 
a new-comer in the group and who was &so not very popular 
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always had put up her best production when the rest of the 
group was below par in their production. e ontrasted with 
that, those who were on good terms with one another tended 
to put up the same score (if the leader of the group put up 
a high score, her friends did the same, and if she was below 
par, the rest of the group also showed similiar results). 
AUI'HORITARIAN ATTITUDE ON THE PART OF THE MANAGEMENI": 
The ideal condition that should exist in a factory is 
I 26. 
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leadership and not domination. Very often it is difficult· ji 
to draw the line between the two. Leadership is that con- I! 
I' dition which evolves out of the joint meeting of minds of J 
the different members of a certain group. In those circum-
stances when the relationship of the employees in a factory 
has not properly been d~veloped to an extent where they feel 
that decisions are being taken by them as a body, instead ot 
being forced down from the _top thr~ugh a dominant ~?urce, 
the ideal situation does not exist. 
What was lacking in this particular factory setting was 
positive co-operation amongst the employees. Positive co-
operation is the ideal state of affairs where the employee 
feels that he counts in the running of the industrial scene. 
I 
II 
It is true that in this small New England town of industrial 1 
workers, apparent accord had prevailed, and there was no 
sign of discord, but on close scrutiny one could see that 
I 
l 
,! 
there was a gap, and an important gap too, which had come ~o f_orm : ve: th~_:_ear~_:__Th~~- : s _ the g~p _caused by the ~:m~-~ 
II 
• 
-I 
I plete absence of co-operation between the management and the 
employees, in other words, a gap which grew out of the lack 
I of positive .co-operation flowing from all in the group. 
I A study of industrial harmony, or rather industrial dis-
harmony would not be complete if some mention were not made 
about the role that is played by trade unions. 'fhe kind of 
I 
II 
I 
labor unionism that ex~s today, by and large affords another ) 
problem in the entire scene.. Actually speaking, this i$ a 
political-revolutionary kind of unionism that exists today , 
rather than one resting purely on._ economic grounds. A com-
bination of political and economic power is utilized to keep 
up the power of the trade union movement instead of its de-
riving all its strength from the purely economic point of 
view. 
SELF-INTERESTED AIMS OF TRADE UNIONS: 
There is ample evidence or a strong mentality on the part 
of labor unions which are found when one studies the state-
ments made from time to time by different labor union leaders 
when they openly and very vehemently say that the employers 
are both the natural and avowed enemies of labor. The ·poli-
tical character mentioned above is also seen in the conduct 
of some or the union leaders who try to exploit the s~tuation II 
and attempt to gain power over both capital and labor. I 
I It is becoming increas,ingly cJ,.ear however to those who 
1 are engaged in a study of this problem of industrial harmony 
,, 
II that the color and tone of the unions are dictated by the 
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conduct of the empl.oyers themselves. Observations have been 
made to show that in those industries where exploitation has 
been prolonged and very deep, the unions have come to have a 
kind of fanatical support from the employees. In many of 
these instances the importance of the unions as organizations 
I 
for deriving benefits for their members would not have been ·II 
i ~ so much advert sed if the employers working in an imaginative 1, 
way would have arranged for these benefits in good time. 
R. Carter Nyman in his bookl states: 
'The principles on which to base a practical approach to 
this problem is this. Practically, this must be applied in 
three ways. First, there should be a re-orientation of of-
ficials, executives and foremen--with ·respect to the needs :for 
and functions of employee organization a:nd · representation~ 
We cannot expect to produce eonstr11ctive employee represen-
tation until management itself is convinced of its desira-
bility and fully understands the underlying principles o:r 
human relations. Secondly, we must provide employees with 
both the understanding ·and assurance that they need not de-
pend on power politics, but can, through organization and 
representation of the right kind work jointly with manage-
ment to solve mutual problems. Thirdly, we must demonstrate 
this in actions, starting with the conduct of collective 
bargaining negotiations, with the formation or operation of joint labor-management committees, with the conduct grievance 
proceedings and with management of relations between indi-
vidual executives and employees. We must see to it in all 
such circumstances that we carry out effectively a process 
of integrating re-education with respect to the organization 
and methods of employee representation. ~his will require 
time, p:ttience, determination and resourcefulness. M:inage-
ment must make it plain that it is not engaging in a cam-
paign to destroy unions. It must make it plain that it will 
welcome support of organized labor and of existing unions or 
federations of unions. But management must also make it 
clear that it will vigorously fight through the issue of 
constructive worker representation versus political revolu-
tionary unionism. JVhnagement must also be prepared to have 
1. R. Carter Nyman, Foundations for Constructive 
Industrial Relations. · 
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its sincerity put to severe tests, both by fanatical pro-
ponents of political-revolutionary unionism, and honestly 
distrustful employees and labor .leaders. _,' 1 
- - ~- ( ,. 
I It is becoming increasingly recognized amongst those who 
have been concerned about this problem, and a problem it is, 
that a good knowledge of psychological and emotibpal factors 
guiding the behavior of employees and union leaders is a re-
quisite before attempting to solve the industrial problems 
I o 
that arise in factory settings. This .is where the contri-
bution of group work, or social work in general, students 
and group dynamics students would be so ~portant. 
Thus it will be seen that the time has arrived when so-
cial workers with their specialized knowledge about human 
problems and human needs can look more and more towards the 
industrial settings as a . f'l,eld ,Which -needs. their services, 
. . 
and also those persons engaged in the task of bettering hu-
man relations in industry have much need of the knmY"ledge I I 
I 
of these sciences in achie.ving better success in their tasks. 11 
II While surveying the fi~ld of industrial relations, one ,, 
finds that there are firms which have delegated even the 
work of maintenance of discipline to groups of workers. Ex-
perience has shown that groups tackle problems more effec-
tively than individuals, though just how efficiently depends 
upon to some extent the quality of the leadership. Once 
1. R. Carter Nyman, Constructive Industrial Relations, 
P• 194. 
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the group has decided on a method, it has staked its reputa-
tion on the method working. If it fails, each man fails. 
Therefore, there is a powerful drive to make a success of 
it. This contrasts strongly with the case where a method 
.is imposed from above. Here the men feel free to criticize 
destructively. Even to the extent of wanting to sabotage 
it. And if it fails, they feel pleased rather than other-
wise. 
The important principle in the field of human relations 
is that a change ought not to be introduced, until the group 
has freely agreed to it. Contrary to general expectations, 
groups are often very sensible in agreeing to accept changes 
where such changes are inevitable or are necessary. 
FACTORY MORALE: 
The morale of the factory immediately preceding the strike 
was very low, now morale is a very good index of the effec-
tiveness of the factory situation. 'MOrale is the satisfac-
tion with the emotional situation of the group'. This is a 
state which is independent of the material conditions like 
pay, housing, bonuses, ete •• 
COMMUNICATIONS: 
One of the more common occurences that one comes across 
in industrial settings is the frustrations which workmen ex-
perience while wanting to get accurate facts from the manage-
ment regarding their work or the different terms of employ-
ment which concern them so vitally. Often management shows 
30. 
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an unnatural keenness to withhold such information from them. !1· 
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The situation is further aggravated by the presence of a 
suspicious and distrustful atmosphere throughout the. factory 
setting. This fact coupled with the other reason that em-
I I ployees are always apt to read their 9wn meanings into the 
particular events and incidents that are so common in a fae-
tory setting do not contribute towards better industrial 
relations. 
For example, a rumor that a certain working method in a 
particular department in an auto~obile factory may lead, and 
very often it does lead, to the employees of that department 
to find out the various imaginary or actual results of this 
rumored change. They are apt to ask themselves, 'Will this 
new working method which we are hearing about mean that there 
will be retrenchment in our ranks, which would mean that some 
of our friends, or we ourselves, may lose our jobs?'• Such 
wide speculation on the part of employees which are quite 
natural and normal would also make the whole environment full 
of suspicion, so that any chance given by management for 
bitter feelings would be seized upon by such suspicious work-
ers a.nd the situation would be mde more explosive. 
Similiar incidents that so often damage employee morale 
and hamper production, besides providing for factors for in-
dustrial disharmony, are not surprising to the student of 
group work or group dynamics. One of. th~ main principl.es ... 
t. - - ~ · 
· in group work and group dynamics is to take into account the 
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feelings of the group. MUoh harm is done by the lack of 
knowledge of the intentions of the source from which an or-
der or an instruction is issued. We read: 
'In assessing orders or information they receive, people 
are always anxious to know ·what the intention of the origina-
tor is. As everyone knows, a grossly rude remark, said in 
fun is not resented, while even the merest hint of criticism 
if it is thought to be intended offensively, arouses resent-
ment. Similarly, an order, however unpleasant, and even 
hated, is not resented if the situation is seen to necessi-
tate it, whereas .even .a reasonable order may be bitterly re-
sented if it i-s thought to give expression to a feeling of 
contempt. It follows, of course, that covert content of in-
structions may be understood, insults may be seen where none 
were intended. In fact, communications are interpreted in 
accordance with the general presupposition existing. If 
management is generally supposed to regard employees in the 
'it-relationship', even the most innocent messages will be 
scrutinized and deragotary implications read into them.'l 
DIGNITY IN THE JOB: 
In a series of articles in the Har~ers MagazinefPeter 
Drucker stated the following four prerequisites to worker 
,satisfaction: (1) He must understand what he is doing and 
be interested. (2) He must understand what is going on a-
round him. {3) He must feel a real member of the working 
I 
II 
,, 
1 community, and (4) He must get recognition, prestige and a 
I chance to participate in the government of this community. 
We come across a similar finding in the experiment conducted 
by Roethlisberger, as follows: 
'The idea was very simple. A group of five girls was 
~ Gordon Rattray Taylor, Are Workers Human?, p. 62. 
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2. Harpers Magazine; November ' and December issues, 1946, 1 
and January issue, 1947. _______ ~ -~ ~-~ 
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placed in a separate room where the conditions of work could 
be -carefully controlled, where their output could be measur-
ed, and where they could be close::I.y Ob$€jrved. It was de-
cided to introduce at specifi·c intervals different -changes 
at working conditions to see what effects these innovations 
had on output. Also, records were kept, such as the 1Bmpera-
ture and the humid! ty or - the room, the number of hours each I 
girl slept at night, the kind and amount of food she ate for , 
breakfast, lunch and di :~nier. - Output was carefully meaS'IJJlred, 1j 
the time it took each g1rl to assemble a telephone relay of I 
approximately forty parts (roughly a minute) being automa-
tically recorded each time, quality records were kept, each 
girl had a physical examination at regular intervals. Under j 
these conditions of close observation the girls were studied 
for a period of five years. Literally tons of material was 11 
collected. Probably nowhere in the world has so much ma-
terial been collected about a small group of workers for 
such a long period of time.' 
~~ The investigators in this particular case worked on the 
il I theory that fatigue and output were directly connected. _ ~Q-1-
1 lowing this theory, they made improvements in the work:ing 
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conditions, and it was found that after each such improve-
ment in working conditions, output increased considerably. 
During this entire procedure, the girls were fully aware of 
the improvements in working conditions and they also were 
consulted about these changes. But the remarkable fact 
-- which was noticed was that ultimately when all the improve-
ments were removed, production and output still continued 
in the upward curve, and there was no reduction in -this 
area. The conditions under which these experiments were 
conducted had brought a definite change. 
NECESSITY OF KEEPING EMPLOYEES mQ~:. 
There are different areas in wnioh .. the .p>o:r worker need.s 
gl,lidance. ·, Very ·of-ten · he· probably does not lcnmr how his work 
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is being viewed by his departmental foreman and he is probably 
completely oblivious about the rating which his departmental 
foreman has given him in his book, or in his mind. Such ig-
norance is harmful and has effects on the work of the employea 
It is not uncommon to see that very often an employee thinks 
that his work is viewed as satisfactory by his depa:rtmental 
foreman and thus it is with a shock that he finds out subse-
quently that he has been considered a poor worker all these 
days. These considerations become pathetically prominent in 
times of promotio~ when confusion results. 
I -- - -- --- -l- -- -
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GHAPI'ER III 
MOUNT HOPE FINISHING COMPANY-DESCRIPTION: 
The sett~ng was a small New England town which has de-l 
veloped around the textile plant over a few years. This tex-
I
. tile plant had come to be regarded as the artery of the town 
which draws its very sustenance from the plant and its activ-
ities. The tempo of the town was, as it were, laid down by 
the plant and it also regulated its motion. The Managing 
Director of the plant felt pleased with all that he had done 
for the community and also for the employees of the mill. 
He had gone forward to provide the community and the employ-
ees with schools, c~urches and other necessities, and he was 
naturally happy that he had provided his employees w.ith the 
means of meeting all these accepted needs. He felt that it 
was his job to provide the community and the employees with 
all these facilities, and that he had don~ what he should. 
To the casual observer, the sky over the plant in this 
small New England town was clear and there was no cloud of 
discord visible. It was the example of .the big family being 
taken care of by the head of the family, which in this case 
was the Managing Director of the plant. And as such, there 
was peace all around. 
And then the sky became cloudy. Rumblings were heard. 
The workers went on strike. The casual observer of the scene 
asked,. 'What could b,ave happened so -suddenly that this :pic-
1. Mr. Grodsky, National 1~diation Service. 
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ture of satisfaction was turned all of a sudden into one of 
frustration which culminated in the strike?' 
As the strile developed, it became increasingly clear 
that the very fact which had been considered !by management 
and other casual observers as the strong point in the case 
was, in fact, one of the weakest factors in the picture. 
"This '~s the paternalistic attitude on the part of the man-
agement." 
To anyone concerned with the incidents of the strike it 
would be clear that some of the imP.ortant theories that are 
often heard of, or are discussed, operated in this ease as 
well. Coming back to the matter of the management being very 
paternalistic in their attitudes, one cannot but recall the 
follo~ing significant and important theories. 
There were .a few incidents which had taken place in thel 
history of this particular factory, incidents which were 
probably not important by themselves, but which nevertheless 
all together made it possible for the strike to start and 
develop. 
It was in one of the specialized departments of the ,tex-
tile mill where the employees got together once and were 
talking about having two baseball teams in their factory. 
; It was just a process of thinking aloud on the part of these I 
f .ew employees who felt that the setting-up of two such teams I 
1. Boston ~raveler, September 24th, 1951. 
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would ·greatly add to the general recreational life of the 
plant. The discussion was held in the shing and well-furn-
ished canteen of the factory, which the company had provided. 
It was a beautiful summer afte~noon ... in that pretty New Eng-
land town, and the idea came to Jones when the group was 
watching the baseball progra~ on ~he T.V. set, which the 
company had set up in the canteen. Raymond was generally 
regarded as the man with marked initiative in these matters, 
and the group looked towards him as if to get his reactions 
and guidance. Raymond heartily agreed with Jones, and said 
that the immediate requirements would be to know about the 
use of the factory's grounds, and also whether they could 
receive other facilities from the company, facilities that 
would be needed if they wanted to have these two teams going. 
Thus, the matter .. .found its way to the Personnel De-partment. 
There were a few points related to the general questi9n 
of having these teams which the Personnel .Director himself' 
could have attended to, and where the Personnel Director 
himself could have given help, these were . matters which fell 
within the general area of duties of t.he Personnel Director • 
. However conditions .. in this factory had been so arranged that 
seemingly less important iss.~es had to await the leisure, 
mood and the decision of the M3.naging Director. Thus ·the 
initial proposal about the baseball teams which started out 
of the discussions of these employees, and should have been 
decided by the Personnel Director had to go up to the company I 
3?. 
Minaging Director in view of the fact that the latter had 
come to demand such referral to him as the usual method of 
work in the factory. Now apart from the other defects in 
such a plan, this arrangement made it difficult for the em-
ployees ·to· come up to the representatives of the management, 
which in this case would have been the Personnel Director 
whom they could have approached with less difficulty. 
When the proposal was referred to, the Managing Director, 
to everyone's surprise, did not receive it well. It was a 
... ·{: 
surprise to all, but if carefully studied, it would have been 
found that there was a valid reason for the Managing Direc-
tor's refusal of this proposal. 
The important matter was not the question of having a 
baseball team or otherwise. The important point in the case 
was the fact that it was only a symptom of the general atti-
tude which the director had in such patterns conoerning _the 
factory, and its employees. He would have agreed that the 
starting of such baseball teams is a very desirable matter, 
he would have even taken the initiative in the setting up of 
. two such teams. In fact, he had already done much more thari 
this in his plant. MOre expensive schemes for the welfare 
of employees had already been undertaken. More elaborate 
things had been done. Compared with all those which had been 
done, this was not much. But this scheme had to his mind a 
great defect. That was the fact that this scheme grew out 
.1 of the discussions of some em-ployees. It was nrobably . sound, 
~lr 
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he argued, but it had this defect, which to his mind was un-
pardonable, and so this could not be translated into action. 
Thus it was that he decided not to agree with the proposers 
of the scheme. This was understood after discussions with 
the clergyman. 
This decision of the Managing Director was not under-
standable to Jones, Raymond and others in the group. They 
had taken the matter for granted, and had thought that there 
was nothing which could stand in the way of their having 
these two teams as they wanted. This decision of the Mana-
ging Director embittered the employees who had taken partic-
ular initiative and interest in the entire matter, because 
they were certain of the approval. This resentment naturally 
did not remain confined to them, but got ventilated . in their 
discussions with some other employees in the plant. This 
solitary incident around the proposal for having the baseball 
teams made some employees in the plant talk at some length 
about other instances when some of the plans which they had 
wanted to introduce as part of the activities of the factory 
could not be carried out, because the 'Big Boss' decided 
otherwise. 
This recalled another incident in the factory. It was 
during the previous winter, the company had just felt that 
some working methods in the Finishing Department needed a Ji 
change, and that better produ~tion would result from the I 
introduction of these changes. The employees in the Finishing !: 
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Department were composed of energetic, willing workers and 
they understood the need for th~ introduction of these meth-
ods, it was not viewed as an unnecessary matter by them. But 
they could not understand why it had to be such an important 
and urgent matter that they came to know about it when they 
arrived in the factory that early morning, and found out 
I! 
a bout the change. This had given rise to a resentment. No !1 
doubt it was subdued and it was not widely prevalent, but II 
nevertheless it was there and reflected the diffused thoughts 
of the group in this matter. That was the general pattern o~ 
work in this factory. But in this place the general policy 
was that the management alone knew about the different dif-
ficulties, needs and problems which faced these workers. 
FACTS ABOUT THE UNION FORMATION: 
The union was rather late in coming into this plant com-
pared with others in the area. I It first appeared in the dis- I 
cussions of the workers about five years before the strike. 
A few employees in the Engineering Department had been told 
by some_ of their colleagues in another plant in a nearby 
small town about the activities of the union in this latter 
place. That was a CIO union, and one which had always taken 
up the cases of the employees and had also gotten for them 
sufficient concessions during different intervals. These 
workers of the Eng~neering Department in our plant had met 
I' 
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them in a CIO. regional conference to whic~ they had been asl:ced j 
to go by these friends in the other place, whom they l.cnew well. 
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It was a week-end conference during which they discussed in 
detail the philosophy and policy of the cro, and of the role 
which they would be expected to play. The few employees of 
the Engineering Department from the Plant in our case had 
been saturated with ideas of collective bargaining ~nd· labor's II 
rights when they returned to work on MOnday morning, and that 11 
was the topic of discussion when the emuloyees met during the 
lunch recess.l 
It was understood by the employees when they were dis-
cussing the topic, that they were talking about something 
which was not in any way connected with their own plant. 
There were casual discussions amongst the employees about 
the setting-up of a union. But the discussions were brought 
to a focus, and in an intensive w~y. by. one incident ~hat 
happened after a few days. Martin, who was a worker in the 
Finishing Department, had been discharged because he was 
supposed to have made an insulting remark to his de~rtment's 
foreman. There were, however, sharp differences of ouinion 1
1 
amongst the workers as to whether this was the case, in fact: ! 
those who were present near the machine at the time the in- 1 
cident had taken place even said that the foreman had started ! 
by behaving very rudely toward Martin without good reason. ! 
Whatever the facts, the man was discharged and there was no 
way of appealing to anyone about it. 
1. Boston Traveler, September 24th, 1951. 
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T·his incident made the employees react very badly because 
they all liked :Martin, who was talcen to be a good man. Robert 
told the others one day during the lunch hour recess that 
these were the reasons for which unions were needed. A few 
others in the group discussed his remark. They talked about 
the unions in the other plants in the textile industry, and 
in the locality. Most of these were CIO unions, and they 
talked about the advantages of belonging to such unions. At 
first there was some hesitation in bringing out these views 
for open discussion, but something new had ha~pened to the 
group this time. It was as if they had arrived at some de-
cision in their own minds about the path they would take. 
It was decided that some of them would take a trin to the 
neighboring place where they had attended the conference and 
get more facts about the set-up of the union. 
The necessary information was secured and during their 
second meeting the employees decided that they would oall a 
meeting of representatives of different departments. At 
this meeting, which was held shortly after that, they all 
decided to go ahead with the project. Their next job, they 
decided, was to elect a committee and to get the signatures 
of as many employees as they could, and then to get in touch 
with the CIO regional office about affiliation. 
By now the de partmental foremen of those em~loyees who 
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had attended the meeting had come to know about 
ment, and their first reaction was one of anger 
this develoP- Ij 
and disbelief jj 
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at what had happened. It was naturally brought to the atten-
:, 
tion of the Managing Director, who was furious about the whole 11 
matter. I 
I Then started a drama of follies and mischievous tendencies ! 
on the part of management with reactions from the unions which II 
also were not desirable. 
I' About three weeks after this, the three employees who had J1 
taken the initiative in the matter were first sus~ended, and 
then discharged on grounds of inefficiency, and disobeying of 
/' 
,I 
I' 
orders. In addition, the charge of stealing company pro~erty I 
was brought against one of them. Some electric fittings 
bearing the name of the company were discovered at the nlace 
of this man, but there were views that these were nlaced de-
liberately by someone engaged by the foremen to do so. 
- . . - ~ 
This measure taken by the company touched of~ as it were, 
the accumulated grievances of the employees. It was clear to 
the men that this was . just a smoke screen used by the company 
to destroy the birth of the union, which they had wanted so 
much. And what is worse, the management engaged some among 
these men to spy for them, and to report to the management 
about the activities of the workers. Very soon the whole at- · 
mosphere of the place was one of hostility and mistrust. The 
Managing Director was advised by some members of the manu-
facturers association, of which he haupened to be the· presi-
dent, to adjust to the new situation as so many of them had 
done, and to accept the existenc.e of the union as a necessarv 
·I I· 
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but he declined all their advice. 
But the fire could not be smothered completely, and very 
soon the union became a reality. Although it was not given 
any importance by the company, it remained in the general 
picture of this plant, and none could deny its existence. 
GRIEVANCES AT THE MOUNT HOPE FINISHING C O:rtiPANY: 
For a long time grievances had been .overlooked, and had 
not been investigated by the management. The Personnel De-
partment, which should be the logical place for the handling 
of all such grievances, was not active, and employees had 
come to have no respect for the Personnel Department. 
For example, an incident occurred in the plant about nine 
months before the strike was declared. Albert, who was an 
employee in the techinal department, had been absenting him-
self from work without sufficient, and satisfactory reasons 
being given to the factory management. He had paid no heed 
to the warnings that had been given to him ·on different oc-
casions until it was definitely proved that his absen~es had 
brought about a marked decrease in production which the com-
pany could not afford to overlook, if not so mueh for the 
loss of production itself, as for the effect that this was 
having on the morale of the other employees near him. It 
was also found that the other punitive or disciplinary ac-
. tions that could be taken against him would not have much 
of an effect, because he did not seem to worry much about 
The only effective course that was thus le~t 
' 
1. these actions. r -~ 
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to the management was to discharge the worker. 
Now, Albert was connected rather actively with the trade 
union work inside the factory, and he had also taken part in 
the promotion of this work in the plant. Prior to that, the 
management had taken drasti9 actions of discharging against 
some of the employees who had taken such part, and naturally, 
li 
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1: therefore, this particular discharge was supposed to be a 
I 
continuation of this practice. The discharge naturally gave 
rise to protests, not only from this particular employee, 
but also from some of his friends. 
The second easel to be taken up here for a discussion 
took place in the previous winter in the Finishing Department 
when Jones, an old worker with a good work record was re-
ported to be disobeying the departmental foreman, and not 
working according to the instructions which had become ne-
cessary in view of the introduction of the new working meth-
ods there. When he was reprimanded, and fined for this 
alleged fault, Jones tried to explain his side of the story 
to the foreman, but this was to no effect. It was nothing 
very uncommon for a worker with such a long period of work 
as Jones' to have a record of fine against his name, but he 
I 
was more disturbed by the fact that the entire matter was j 
handled in a very rushed and abrupt way. His appeal to the j 
Personnel Department failed to bring forth good results since jl 
the Personnel Department did not want to hold a prouer in- ~~ 
vestifation, and even an e:mtnination of the factsJ · which is !I 
• The Boston Traveler, ..:~~ber 24th, 195.t. i 
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so necessary before any final decision is taken. 
This is an instance where the management t~s found to 
accept the basic premise that grievances are unnecessary and 
should not be encouraged when ~o the best knowledge of the 
management there has been nothing unfair committed by the 
management. It is overlooked that grievance in the factory 
setting, as in other walks of life as well, are more often 
than not the results of misunderstanding between the employ-
ees and the employers and need not necessarily rest o~ an 
examination of what had been done, and what had been omitted. 
The resistance with which any move on the part of employees 
to bring forward grievances are met by managemen~ generally 
creates an atmosphere where instead of taking u-p these griev-
ances for the purpose of handling these, these are OP"Posed 
and resented. 
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In the Pressing Department, a heated argument between two il 
employees had led to a bitter feeling between them, and this 
not only influenced their work while in the factory, but also 
disturbed them in other ways emotionally. One afternoon af-
ter lunch, they openly broke out into a quarrel; and this 
scene which was created stopped the normal work near their 
place of work inside the plant for quite sometime. This was 
naturally an unfortunate. incident in a busy industrial set-
ting, and while studying the background from the records of 
complaints and grievances of the factory, it could be seen 
that this incident would not have been so caused had suffi-
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cient notice been taken in time to look into the continuing 
1 friction between these two employees. In fact, the records 
I 
II 
II 
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showed that the Personnel Department, and also the Depart-
mental Foreman had been a pproached on a num'ber of occasions 
by these two employees during which each of them had pre-
became neoessary to study the entire situation by taking up 
these complaints, and then analyzing these to find out the 
real causes of the friction. This was not done and the re-
sult was, this outburst, which was so harmful for the factory 
morale. 
FACTS RE. COMMUNICATIONS IN THE. CASE: 
The following are some of the illustrations.! The em-
ployees were given a bonus for a s pecial occasion once. Pre-
vious to the award being made, rumors had been afloat in the 
factory that such a bonus would be paid. The entire matter 
I 
was very carefully kept as a closed secret since the managing 
II director and other members of the supervisory staff consider-
ed that a disclosure of this news would be premature, that 
instead of that, it would be more effective if the bonus 
1. Boston Traveler, September 24th, 1951. 
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award were made without any previous announcement. C'onfusion 
was created in the minds of the employees by the contradic-
tory reports about the bonus which gained ground. The re-
sult was that when ultimately the bonus was awarded, the 
employees received it with mixed emotions. In some cases 
the employees even complained that they should have received 
. - -· /" 
more than what they were given, and that they received less 
than what employees of neighboring plants had received. Since ' 
there was confusion in their minds about the ways in which 
the bonus payment had been worked out, they could not also 
properly value the real significance of the payments. There 
was a generally unresponsive attitude on the part of the em-
ployees where the management had supposed that the reaction 
would be one of unmixed joy. This was a great dissapoint-
ment to the employers, who in turn became very bitter to"Wa.rds 
the employees for several weeks to come. 
FACTS IN _COMMUNICAT!ON AREA: 
Another instance which seemed pertinent was an incident 
where nearly two years before the strike broke out, manage-
ment was confronted with the problem as to whether to put 
one particular holiday in one spot in the calendar, or 
whether to shift the holiday to another time of the year, 
since they could declare only one day for either of these 
two purposes. The employees themselves were divided on this 
point since some of them wanted the :holidays on a different 
date. Wo attempt was made by the employers or the de~art-
I 
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mental foremen to understand the views of the employees, and 
the holiday was fixed at a date according to the decisions or 
the employers. Not only did they thereby make those who op-
posed this date dissatisfied, even those employees who had 
J wanted this particular date were not made entirely happy in 
II I 
an unmixed way because once when th~se e~:eloyees had approach- j, ,, I 
II ed the management with the suggestion that they ~rould like J1 
II this day as their holiday, the departmental foreman had push- I 
II I 
1 ed aside their suggestion although .it later became clear that 1 
I 
I· such an attitude was not backed up by facts since the manage-
ment had ultimately declared this very day as a holiday.! 
FACTS-DIGNITY ON THE JOB: 
It was found from the complaints filed by the union rep-
resentatives in the course of the investigations of the strike 1 
I 
that the year previous to the strike, one of the workers in 
the manufacturing department had sust ained rather serious 
injuries in the course of lifting some heavy work implements, II 
and he had to be given medical leave so that he could recover I! 
from his ailments. During the course of this ailment he re-
ceived all the benefits from the different facilities that 
the management had provided for employees in such states, 
but there were few visits paid by any . one from the ~lant. 
The worker who did not have his family members or other rela-
I 
II 
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I 
tives, and even friends with him, since he was a new emnloyee, 'l 
1. Mr. Grodsky, State ~diation Service. 
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1 had gone through a succession of periods of insecurity and 
loneliness during this period, and was not in a very stable 
frame of mind when subsequently he returned to work. 
On the very day of his return, he 1.1\TaS switched to another 
part of the factory, where he was asked to work much to his 
confusion and surprise, since he did not know much about the 
type of work which he was expected to do in this new posting. 
He therefore made some slight mistakes which brought forth 
resentment coupled with criticism from the departmental fore-
man, and he had to answer charges from the foreman as to why 
he could not show efficiency in his work. 
To make matters worse, the way in which the foreman pro-
ceeded to charge him was very bitter. When the worker pro-
ceeded to tell him that since that was the first day on which 
he was tackling this work, which to him was all new, this was 
apparently not sufficient to satisfy the roreman wh~ 
his disinclination to be satisfied with this excuse. 
particular foreman had figured very badly in all the 
indioated j 
Now this I 
nroceed-
ings of the factory, and had also come to have received much 
resentment and criticism from the employees. 
This incident showed that the management did not think 
it necessary to look after the human needs of this worker, 
and that the foreman gave him an impression that he did not 
matter. 
THE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT IN THE MOUNT HOPE FINISHING COMPANY: 
It is natural for any group of uersons engaged in any uar-
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' ticular occupation to feel the need for a place, centralized I! 
preferably, where access would be easy and where such persons II 
would be able to come with their problems _ that arise in course
11 
of day-to-day work, or normal occupations. This has become 
a recognized n~ed, and it has also been found that much un-
pleasant results can be avoided if this arrangement is kept 
in mind. In organized industries during recent years, the 
I! 
Personnel Department has come to be recognized as such a place il 
where employees can come to ventilate their complaints. .The 
management is apt to assume that the setting-up of any such 
department should pre-suppose the existence of frustrations 
on the part of employees, and as such is an admission of 
failure on the part of e~ployers to meet the human and emo-
tional needs of employees. Management is also apt to assume 
. '' 
that the Personnel Department is a necessary obstacle, and is 
a place which has to be set apart, and probably set up to do 
the work of spying on the activities of the management and of 
reporting on the activities of the .management. 
The entire emergence of the Personnel Department as an 
important unit in the modern industrial set-up is a remark-
able phenomenon and is an interesting study. In the past, 
the General Manager, who was a technical person, considered 
himself to be fully equipped to deal with all the different 
problems that arise in an industry, mainly because he was 
thus equipped. This is not considered to be tully adequate 
in these complex days, and the General Manager is realizing 
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the importance of also equipping himself with knowledge in 
the social sciences in order to be fully able to deal with 
factory problems. 
FACTS RE. THE SETriNG-UP OF THE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT IN THE 
CASE: 
In the case under consideration, the Personnel Department 
was not a well-organized one, and it had not been invested 
'1 
with the duties and the power which a properly set-up Per-
sonnel Department should have. Besides, the employees do not 
find it easy to show respect and confidence to a Personnel 
Department that does not command the respect of the manage-
ment itself. The Personnel Officer in the place, who should 
be the man that would be very well versed in the latest em-
ployee matters in the factory, was given a place of secondary 
importance in the picture to a degree that harmed the cause 
of better industrial relationship. If the Personnel Depart-
ment in the place would have been made strong enough for it 
to carry on its duties properly, the employees would have 
come to regard it as a place where they could go to for the 
airing of their feelings, and views, and it would have been 
a place which in many cases would have helped them to feel 
relieved by providing them with a source through which they 
could articulate their pent-up emotions. 
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I When, for example, employees 
approval of some of the policies 
plant had introduced and carried 
had come to lodge their dis- 1 
which the foremen inside the I~ 
through, the Personnel De-
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and there was no attempt made to investigate these properly. 
In some cases there was an indication of hesitancy on the 
i 
r 
I 
part of the Personnel Department to enter into any kind of 
fact-finding presumably for fear of dissatisfying the plant 
foremen. It was completely overlooked that any such fact-
I finding attempt would, besides being useful for the purposes 
I 
II 
of better confidence amongst the laborers, also be a logical 
and necessary step during the course of the normal activities 
of the place. 
A very revealing incident came to the attention of the 
student when talking to the State Mediation Service about 
this particular dispute. One worker of the nlant who had 
been under considerable financial difficulties and had also 
to meet certain unforseen demands of family needs, had been 
helped by the management specially, the grant of a lump sum 
of money had been made to him. During the strike, however, 
this employee was seen to be very prominent and active in 
the picket lines outside the plant. This was a matter of 
surprise and anger to the Managing Director who had expected 
that al least this one particular employee would be by his 
side in all circumstances. The spectacle was a version of 
'You too Brutus', but anyone familiar with the workings of 
the principles of human relations in industries would not be 
thus surprised. The offer of financial help to this particu-
lar employee in the plant did not, as was expected by the 
Managing Director, make him forget or be insensitive to all 
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the di~~erent ~orces causing discontentment in his mind to-
wards management. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this thesis is to analyze and discuss some 
I of the important principles that have arisen in the field of 
I human relations in industry. A major industrial strike was 
I' taken as the illustrative ease in whioh the af'f'lioation of' i 
these :principles was studied. It has been seen after detailedr 
discussions of the various facts that the concepts of human 
nature and social conditioning are to be provided for in in-
dustrial relations to make it possible for the existence of 
a constructive and integrated use of the different powers of 
capital and labor. 
This case suggests that the principles of group work and 
of group dynamics are applicable in the industrial setting, 
and that wise management would take pains to shape their in-
dustrial relations policy in the light of these principles 
which have been applied in the general area of Social Work. 
The purpose, or one of the main purposes, of this study 
has been to bring into focus those subtle forces that are so 
strong in an industrial setting, and which can come out as 
explosive, if proper attention is not paid to these from the 
beginning. An employee .does not leave his personality behind 
outside the factory gates when coming to work, and industrial 
relations policy should take this fact into account. 
And this is where social work princi~les and training can 
be of immense value to the industrial picture. 
The three major questions which were posited in the be-
I 
I 
ll 
I' 
II 
I 
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II 
I 
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ginning of this study, and which have been present in the 
mind of the student throughout this study can be discussed 
at this stage. 
The first question that was raised was whether this par-
ticular factory had a set of satisfactory principles of labor I 
management based on solid foundations. .T'he effects of a kind · 
of attitude present in the ranks of management known _as pa-
ternalistic have been seen. The facts of the case have shown 
that in spite of the best intentions which management might I 
have in its dealings with labor, if failure to enlist the co- j 
operation of the employees is present, all intended schemes 
are marked by failure. 
The extracts from the different publications in this 
field, and tne accepted principles, which have been discussed , 
here in connection with different areas like trade union 'i 
recognition, authoritarian attitude, group decision and group l 
opinion, handling of grievances, communications, dignity in I 
the job, importance of a properly set-up personnel department I 
have helped to show these subtle forces at work in this case. I 
After going through these detailed discussions, the conclu- IJ 
sion can be reached that this factory did not have a properly !! 
worked-out industrial relations policy which is so imnortant 
a part of the whole industrial relations picture. If such a 
policy would have existed, some provisions would have been 
made in order to face_, analyze, .and deal with the problems 
that had arisen in the plant. I 
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The answers to the other two ·questions which were asked 
are to be found in the discussions. I 
jl 
In the light of the discussions done, sufficient evidence 11 
II 
has been found making it possible to draw the conclusion that ~~ 
the principles of group work .and group dynamics are ap-plica-
1 
ble to the industrial problems that occur. The student con-
I 
siders this as an important finding within the limited range ill 
in which this study has been done. 
It has been seen in the course of this exploration that 
the same discernible and subtle forces in inter-personal re-
lationships, which operate in small groups, and with which 
the group-worker usually is familiar, do also operate in the 
industrial setting, in somewhat modified ways at times. 
'rz::.c1(4~1 
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